While studies of language evolution have themselves evolved to include interaction as a feature of interest (Healey et al, 2007; Tamariz et al, 2017; Fay et al, 2017; Byun et al, in press), many still fail to consider just what interaction offers emerging communication systems. That is, while it's been acknowledged that face-to-face interaction in communication games is beneficial in its approximation of natural language use (Macuch Silva & Roberts, 2016; Nölle et al, 2017) , there remains a lack of detailed analysis of what this type of interaction affords participants, and how those affordances impact the evolving language. To this end, here we will expose one particular process that occurs in interaction: repair, or the processes by which we can indicate misunderstanding and resolve problems in communication (Schegloff, Jefferson, & Sacks, 1977; Jefferson, 1972) . Though it is often not explicitly analyzed, repair is a relevant aspect of interaction to consider for its effects on the evolution of a communication system as well as how it demonstrates the moment-to-moment processing and negotiation of alignment in emerging communication.
gestures communication of either images or sounds; graphical communication of written nouns; and, text-based communication of tangram stimuli. Crucially, the stimuli are meant to be easily confusable. Repairs were categorized according to schema on other-initiated repair (OIR), or when a Matcher (Receiver) initiates a repair sequence that the Director (Sender) is meant to resolve.
In experiments with face-to-face interaction, repair sequences account for at least 20% of all turns. Even when participants are not face-to-face yet the task affords contingent, bidirectional communication, repair sequences take up almost 10% of all turns. These instances of repair are not trivial. We provide a descriptive analysis of how repairs are performed, and the outcomes of these repair sequences, which promote efficient, informative signals. The prevalence of these interactional sequences across studies of language evolution, and indeed across modalities, demonstrates that users of a novel communication mode make use of repair for the purposes of overcoming miscommunication and to establish alignment (with one another and to signal-meaning matches that eventually conventionalize).
Moreover, it has been argued that feedback can boost communicative efficiency, but not communication success (Fay et al, 2017) . Results from a meta-analysis show that repair does indeed improve communicative efficiency when compared with non-repair trials or conditions, resulting in shorter, less complex gestural signals, more abstract and less complex drawings, and more concise textual descriptions. However, the effect of repair on communicative success has been less clear. We suggest that the affordances of certain repair types are more likely to improve communication success over other types (e.g. repairs that improve on prior signals, rather than lead to new innovations), and that repair sequences have more downstream effects on accuracy as opposed to in-situ success.
A goal of this review is to draw attention to the prevalence of repair in experimental investigations of language evolution. Repair, as a pragmatic universal (Evans and Levinson, 2009; underlying human communication, is a mechanism that promotes efficient and successful communication. We find repair is ubiquitous across modalities and -even when not being directly tested -it is a factor that arises in, and affects the processes of, emergent communication. More broadly, we hope to call attention to not only the need to consider interaction as an ecologically valid site for language evolution and use, but also to consider the specific mechanisms within interaction that drive language to be structured as it is.
